
F ollowing our last article that
showed how profit splits can help
businesses in low-margin situa-

tions, we have received several ques-
tions on how profit splits can actually
be implemented.

As a reminder, in our last case a
multinational group had historically
used a ‘principal’ model under which
all but one company was considered
‘routine’, earning low but stable mar-
gins. Since the overall margin of the
group was low, this meant increasing
losses for the principal company. Our
profit split solved this, since we could
identify the intangible contributions of
the various distribution companies. As
a result of the profit split, the earnings
are more evenly distributed and the tax
rate is more efficient.

The profit split method has great
benefits for this case and others, but many experts have reserva-
tions about the practical application of a profit split, including
whether it should, and how it can, be implemented in day-to-day
accounting and price setting. Are adjustment payments always nec-
essary? How can ‘special’ items, such as exceptions and external
royalties, be handled? Or even more fundamentally: will the system
be accepted by local management?

The first step before the actual implementation is to identify the
value contributions of each party. Several parties contribute to the
joint value creation: non-routine and routine management, and
non-routine and routine assets. Both have been analysed by a short
survey of internal experts of the group. We followed survey stan-
dards for how to choose representative experts and how to ask
unbiased questions. Also the impact of prior year contributions and

the timing of usage (gestation lags and depreciation) have been
determined by the survey. As this survey covers managers from
both local and central entities, the results are typically well accepted
everywhere.

The concrete implementation starts with the remaining routine
companies, that is, the contract manufacturing. This is reimbursed
on the basis of cost-plus determined through the transactional net
margin method (TNMM). In order to simplify the system, all man-

ufacturing is contracted by the former principal, which effectively
sources all goods for the entire ‘pool’ of profit-split companies. 

The prior European principal in Germany was chosen as a
‘fronting corporation’. This entity handles all external relations for
the ‘pool’ of profit-splitting firms. This means that the fronting
corporation contracts manufacturing, buys the goods, and pays all
development costs and license fees for all profit-split members,
including all intracompany royalties to non-European companies.
The fronting entity receives an arm’s-length remuneration for
these services and the risk assumed.

The budgeted total profit of the pool of profit-split members is
determined on a pan-European level. The profits for contract
development, contract manufacturing, and the management as
fronting corporation have to be deducted from the total European
profit. The ‘residual’ profit is shared between the profit-split pool
members based on their contributions. 

The transfer prices of all products between the fronting compa-
ny and the pool members are calculated on a monthly basis to
avoid large discrepancies. This effectively eliminates the need for
year-end adjustments. The implicit mark-up is calculated automat-
ically and updated through an algorithm that uses inputs from the
data sources of the monthly VAT returns. This system is integrated
into the firm’s IT accounting system and directly computes the
running total of results and profits. These adjustments are added to
the mark-up for the following month. 

The profit-split system reduces the potential for issues with tax
authorities. And it reduces the effective tax rate; deferred taxes can
be booked again, and cash tax payments diminish. The system is
easy for the company to handle: transfer prices are set and updated
automatically on a monthly basis and can be handled by existing
accounting systems. The system does not require new data, but is
based on the input data of the existing VAT returns. 
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In the seventh in a series of articles on intangibles and finance, Tom Braukmann, Philip de Homont and Alexander
Voegele, NERA Frankfurt, show how to implement a profit split system. 

Implementation of profit splits

“The implicit mark-up is calculated
automatically and updated through an
algorithm that uses inputs from the
data sources of the monthly VAT returns

An algorithm updates the implicit mark-up after initial calculation, using data from monthly VAT returns


